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Improving the accuracy of deep learning

- Larger capacity output function for deep learning -

Deep learning is used in a lot of applications, e.g., image recognition, speech recognition, and machine 

translation. In many applications of deep learning, softmax is used as an output activation function for modeling 

categorical probability distributions. To represent various probabilities, models should output various patterns, i.e., 

models should have sufficient representation capacity. However, softmax can be a bottleneck of representational 

capacity (the softmax bottleneck) under a certain condition. In order to break the softmax bottleneck, we propose 

a novel output activation function: sigsoftmax. To break the softmax bottleneck, sigsoftmax is composed of 

sigmoid and exponential functions. Sigsoftmax can output more various patterns than softmax without additional 

parameters and additional computation costs. As a result, the model with sigsoftmax can be more accurate than 

that with softmax.
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Deep Learning

Bottleneck of Representation Novel output function: sigsoftmax

Deep learning is used in a lot of applications.     
(e.g., image recognition or machine translation)

Example:
next word prediction

“Olympics in” “I have a”

For accurate prediction, models should output a lot of 

patterns of probabilities, i.e., models require sufficient 

representation capacity.

𝑃dog

𝑃Tokyo

𝑃bird

If the number of units in the last layer 𝑑 < the 

number of outputs 𝑀 -1, softmax does not 

have sufficient representation capacity.
sigsoftmax

𝑓𝑖 𝒛 =
𝜎(𝑧𝑖)exp(𝑧𝑖)

∑𝜎(𝑧𝑗)exp(𝑧𝑗)

If 𝑑 = 1, softmax cannot 

output the true patterns.

𝑃dog

𝑃Tokyo𝑃bird

Multiplying sigmoid to have larger 

representation capacity

𝜎 𝑧 =
1

1−exp(−𝑧)
：sigmoid

monotonically increasing to 1 from 0

Sigsoftmax has a larger representation capacity 

than softmax[1] without additional parameters and 

computation costs.
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Last layer

In natural language processing, 𝑀 = the 

number of vocabulary is very large, and a lot of 

parameters are required if we set 𝑑 = 𝑀-1.

𝑓𝑖 𝒛 =
exp(𝑧𝑖)

∑exp(𝑧𝑗)

Weight

Unit

Problem

𝑃dog

𝑃Tokyo

𝑃bird

(1,0,0)

(0,1,0)

(0,0,1)
Inputs

Various Inputs

True patterns
Model

We assume the number of outputs 𝑀 is 3.

Probability of outputs： (𝑃dog, 𝑃Tokyo, 𝑃bird)

→ It can be represented as a point on the triangle.

Models connect these points and inputs.

We assume the blue line represents the true patterns of 

probabilities (output set of various inputs).

→ The range of outputs of models should fit this line.

“Olympics in”

“I have a”

softmax

To represent the probability, softmax is used as an 
output function.


